Media Release: Collaboration Arrangement announced between Sullivan PLLC, a compliance,
internal investigations and white collar defense law firm, Sullivan PLLC, and the national
accounting and public audit firm, maughansullivanLLC, a public audit and accounting firm.
Date: July 15, 2017
Contact: Allan J. Sullivan (email: allan@sullivan-pllc.com and 802.768.8521)
Manchester, Vermont: Allan J Sullivan, Founder and Managing Member of the compliance,
internal investigations and white collar defense firm Sullivan PLLC, today announced a
compliance and forensic services collaboration arrangement with maughansullivanLLC, a
public audit and accounting firm.
While the two firms will strictly maintain separate ownership and management lines, and
will serve clients through through the exercise of independent professional judgment, they
have agreed to develop and collaborate, where appropriate, with respect to individual
projects requiring integrated professional legal, compliance, investigations and forensics
services.
Officially launched in late June, maughansullivanLLC was formed by Heber Maughan, CPA
CGMA MAcc, of Sandy, Utah and Linda Joy Sullivan, CPA MBA LLM, of Dorset, Vermont. An
audit, accounting and forensic services practice having offices in South Florida, Vermont and
Utah, maughansullivanLLC, will serve business clients and individuals nationally.
Both Maughan and Sullivan have served as expert witnesses before courts around the
country and they will continue to provide forensic and litigation support services to legal
professionals and their clients, in addition to providing the full array of accounting, audit, tax
and business advisory services offered by maughansullivanLLC to businesses and individuals.
maughansullivanLLC has planned as well to undertake civil and criminal tax engagements in
matters involving the IRS and state tax authorities.
“In my many years of experience in providing support to clients in the compliance arena, as
well as in my commercial litigation and white collar defense practice, I have often found the
assistance of accounting and audit professionals to be integral to my ability to serve my
clients,” said Sullivan. “This arrangement, with accounting professionals whose talents and
experience are well known to me, will allow both of our firms to provide our clients with an

integrated, cost effective approach to addressing the most complex of compliance
challenges.”
Before Allan and Linda Joy Sullivan met in South Florida, they had been independently
practicing respectively as lawyer and accountant. They were wed in 2008.
Because of the independent rules governing the legal and accounting fields, individual clients
will be served by the two firms separately. Neither maughansullivanLLC will engage in the
practice of law for clients nor will Sullivan PLLC purport to provide accounting and audit
supports or advice. However, the collaboration arrangement undertaken between the two
firms contemplates that the two firms will together assess the needs of clients and
recommend, where appropriate, the provision of legal and forensic services that will
maximize the use of the legal and forensic services expertise available thorough the two
firms while eliminating redundancy and achieving cost efficiencies.
Further information about maughansullivanLLC can be found at
http://www.maughansullivanllc.com/.
Information about Sullivan PLLC may be found at http://www.sullivan-pllc.com/.

